Turbo-Saw Parts: Model DFM3800 Drivetrain Components

**Drive Motor**
Replacement Motor 33-35 GPM, Part# 38P15
Replacement Motor 36-41 GPM, Part# 38P17
Motor Seal Kit, Part #38SP

**Cutting Disc**
Disc Hub, Part #4140
38” Old Style Blade, Part #3814OS
3/4” Old Style Teeth, Part, #3423
3/4” Old Style Backing Block, Part #34516
38” New Style Blade, Part #3810NS
TS2 New Style Teeth, Part #1023
3/4” New Style Backing Block, Part #3438
Hardened Washer, Part #2514
Skid Plate, Part #58R3

**Bearing Block**
Upper Seal, Part #509010
Upper Bearing, Part #6210
Drive Shaft, 1” Input, Part #DFM330
Lower Bearing, Part #22210
Lower Seal, Part #4711
Cast Housing, Part #6800
Turbo-Saw Parts: Model DFM3200 Drivetrain Components

**Drive Motor**
- Replacement Motor 33-35 GPM, Part # 28P17
- Replacement Motor 36-41 GPM, Part # 38P15
- Motor Seal Kit, Part #38SP

**Cutting Disc**
- Disc Hub, Part #4140
- 28" Old Style Blade, Part #2810 OS
- 3/4" Old Style Teeth, Part #3423
- 3/4" Old Style Backing Block, Part #34516
- 32" New Style Blade, Part #3210 NS
- TS2 New Style Teeth, Part #1023
- 3/4" New Style Backing Block, Part #3438
- Hardened Washer, Part #2514
- Skid Plate, Part #58R3

**Bearing Block**
- Upper Seal, Part #US26-32
- Upper Bearing, Part #LS26-32
- Drive Shaft, 1" Input, Part #DFM330
- Lower Bearing, Part #LB26-32
- Lower Seal, Part #LS26-32
- Cast Housing, Part #6800
Turbo-Saw Parts: Model DFM2800 & DFM2800R Drivetrain Components

**Drive Motor**
- Replacement Motor 25-35 GPM, Part# 28P15
- Replacement Motor 36-41 GPM, Part# 28P17
- Motor Seal Kit, Part #38SP

**Cutting Disc**
- Disc Hub, Part #4140
- 28” Old Style Blade, Part #2810 OS
- 3/4” Old Style Teeth, Part, #3423
- 3/4” Old Style Backing Block, Part #34516
- 28” New Style Blade, Part #2808NS
- TS2 New Style Teeth, Part #1023
- 3/4” New Style Backing Block, Part #3438
- Hardened Washer, Part #2514
- Skid Plate, Part #58R3

**Bearing Block**
- Upper Seal, Part #US26-32
- Upper Bearing, Part #LS26-32
- Drive Shaft, 1” Input, Part #DFM330
- Lower Bearing, Part # LB26-32
- Lower Seal, Part # LS26-32
- Cast Housing, Part #6800
### Turbo-Saw Parts: Model DFM2600, DFM2600R, & DFM26EX Drivetrain Components

#### Drive Motor
- Replacement Motor 10-25 GPM, Part# 26G15
- Motor Seal Kit, Part #38SP

#### Bearing Block
- Upper Seal, Part #US26-32
- Upper Bearing, Part #LS26-32
- Drive Shaft, 1” Input, Part #DFM330
- Lower Bearing, Part # LB26-32
- Lower Seal, Part # LS26-32
- Cast Housing, Part #6800

#### Cutting Disc
- Disc Hub, Part #4140
- 26” Old Style Blade, Part #2610 OS
- 3/4” Old Style Teeth, Part, #3423
- 3/4” Old Style Backing Block, Part #34516
- 26” New Style Blade, Part #2608 NS
- TS2 New Style Teeth, Part #1023
- 3/4” New Style Backing Block, Part #3438
- Hardened Washer, Part #2514
- Skid Plate, Part #58R3
Turbo-Saw Parts

Safety Decals: Keep All Signs and Safety Decals in Place
Replace them if they become damaged or difficult to read.

Part #: 0011

Part #: 0012

Part #: 0013

Part #: 0014
Gear Box, Part #GB09
PTO Rotary Driveline, Part #PTORD09
Outer PTO Shaft, Part #PTOS590
Inner PTO Shaft, Part # PTOS59I
Slip Clutch, Part # SC3200
Disc Hub, Part #4140
Cylinder, Part # C2809
32” New Style Blade, Part #3210 NS
TS2 New Style Teeth, Part #1023
Skid Plate, Part #58R3
Turbo-Saw Parts

Drivetrain Components
Model DFM26EX

Drive Motor
Replacement Motor 10-27 GPM, Part# 26G10
Motor Seal Kit, Part #26G10SK

Bearing Block
Upper Seal, Part #10248
Upper Bearing, Part #11687
Drive Shaft, 7/8’ Input, Part #V330
Lower Bearing, Part #11548/49
Lower Seal, Part #11551
Cast Housing, Part #56421

Cutting Disc
Disc Hub, Part #4140
26” Old Style Blade, Part #2610
3/4” Old Style Teeth, Part, #3423
3/4” Old Style Backing Block, Part #34516
26” New Style Blade, Part #2608
TS2 New Style Teeth, Part #1023
3/4” New Style Backing Block, Part #3438
Hardened Washer, Part #2514
Skid Plate, Part #58R3
Turbo-Saw Parts

Sprayer Tank
Part #: ST08

Sprayer Tank
Part #: ST09